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A groundbreaking financial ecosystem designed to bridge the
gap between traditional and decentralized finance. Our mission
is to create a blockchain ecosystem that is more secure,
scalable, and faster, with the lowest fees possible.
By leveraging open-source protocols and modular frameworks,
Termux Chain offers financial services like trading on a public
network, accessible to anyone with an internet connection.

Introduction

TERMUX CHAIN



Project Concepts

We are a team of dedicated professionals with expertise in
finance, blockchain, and technology, committed to building the
future of decentralized finance. Our diverse backgrounds and
shared passion for innovation drive us to create a platform
that can transform the way financial services are accessed
and delivered.

About Us

Termux Swap: A decentralized exchange (DEX) built on
the Termux Chain.

Termux Bridge: A secure and user-friendly bridge
connecting different blockchain networks.

Staking: Users can stake their $TERMUX tokens to earn
rewards.



1B BILLION
Total Supply:

The Termux Chain tokenomics is designed to
foster a sustainable ecosystem, promote
growth, and incentivize user participation. By
implementing these tokenomics measures,
Termux Chain aims to create a balanced
ecosystem that encourages growth, drives
platform adoption, and rewards users for
their engagement and support.
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Phase 1 - Foundation
Community Building
Roadmap Creation
Smart Contract Verification
Public Launch

Termux Swap Development
Termux Bridge Development
Whitepaper Creation
Termux Wallet Development
Promotions & Global Marketing Push
Major Vesting Security Announcement
Collaborations with YouTube Influencers

Block Explorer Development
RPC Testnet Launch
Strategic Partnerships
CoinMarketCap & CoinGecko Listing
Mainnet Launch
Additional Announcements & Features (TBA)

Our timeline illustrates the progressive stages of Termux Chain's development, from its
foundation to future growth and adoption. We are committed to delivering a transformative
financial ecosystem and look forward to sharing our journey with the community.

Project Tim
eline

Phase 2 - Expansion

Phase 3 - Growth &
Adoption



CONTACT US
 

For more information about Termux Chain or to get in touch with
our team, please use the following channels:

 

Website: www.termuxchain.online
Email: support@termuxchain.online
Twitter: @termuxchain
Telegram: @termuxchain

We're always here to assist you and answer any questions you may have about the Termux Chain
ecosystem. Connect with us through these platforms and stay updated on our latest news and

developments.


